Introduction
The theory of deterministic linear k-shift-registers is elaborated in a satisfactory way in literature. An algebraic method taken from the theory of binary codes is used for the study of these registers. On this basis very deep theoretical results are obtained. The great part of these results (to 1967 year) can be found in Golomb's [l] monograph. Major applications of shift-registers sequences are shown in a wide variety of technological situations, including secure, reliable and efficient communications, digital ranging and tracking systems, deterministic simulation of random processes, and computer sequencing and timing schemes.
A more general class is the class of deterministic Boolean controlled (k,m)-shift-registers. Every such (k,m)-register consists of a memory with k cells, of m transition functions y^,...,,^ each of k arguments and of a control y which chooses in some moments one transition function <Py The simplest case has been studied in [2] where the transition functions are used cyclically in a sequence and axe changed by the control y in every moment. Increasing transition functions allow us to obtain greater cycle length. This is of great importance for the practice. As every technical device the control yj can be* mistaken and may choose a function ^ instead of <py In this oase we have a nondeterministic shift-register. Only the simplest case of such registers will be considered here (namely the registers with a single transition function
where M is a finite alphabet).
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The fundamental properties of the sets of all sequences generated "by these registers will be studied. Then a problem how are the properties of the above sets with respect to their cardinality will be investigated. Among others a necessary and sufficient condition for such sets to be infinite will be given. Then it will be shown that any infinite subset (proper or not) of the sets of all finite, acyclic and cyclic sequences is not a set of all sequences generable by a k-register for all k > 1. At the very end it will be shown that every infinite sequence and finite one which is not constant can be generated by any m-register (m^card(M)). The idea of this paper is based up on [3] , [4] , but it concerns a more general case (the formulation is also given 1) in a slightly modified version) '. If card(f(T)) = 1 for all Te By then A k will be called a deterministic k-machine, otherwise a strictly non-deterministic one. Definition 2. A sequence T = t^.tg»... fcM* (finite of the length greater than k or infinite) is said to be a computation of a k-machine A k = f> if and only if the following conditions are satisfied
Basic definitions
The set of all computations of a k-machine A k is denoted by CA k . Definition 3. A nonempty set E c M* is said to be a k-computation set if and only if there is a k-machine A k = < M, f > such that E = CA^.
If f is a total function from M^ into 2 M then E is said to be a total k-computation set, otherwise a partial one. Definition 4. An infinite sequence T = t 1f t 2 ».-.. £ M°° is said to be cyclic if and only if the following condition holds
Otherwise T is said to be acyclic.
1)
' We shall distinguish physical objects (k-registers) from formal notions for these objects (k-machines). Further considerations will concern the formal notions.
-115 -Let T e. M°° be a cyclic sequence and let p be the minimal number of all numbers i for which the condition (3) is satisfied, By a threshold segment of T (Notation:
Th(T)) we mean a sequence if p>0 or the empty sequence £, if p = 0. Definition 5» A sequence I'p+i»• • * said to be a cycle of T (Notation: Cl(T)) if and only if q is the least number j for which the condition (3) holds.
3. Properties of k-coinputation sets A necessary and sufficient condition for a nonempty set E M* to be a k-computation set will be proved. Theorem 1. A nonempty set E c. M* is a k-computation set if and only if and only if the following conditions ai;e satisfied (6)
where the relation E-p c N *2 M is defined as follows. if R E (T,k,P) we put ip(T) = P. The condition (8) guarantees for all UeM^ i»k, ¿2-k and Q£ M, that if R E (U,i,Q) then R E (U,j,Q). Therefore f is a function. Let A k = <M, f>. It follows from Definition 2 that for every sequence (t^,...,t k ) e Dp there is a computation T = t^,...,t k ,... of A^. Since for such a sequence T the conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied it implies that E consists of all possible computations of A^.. Corollary 1. Let E, F M* be two k-computation sets. Then we have 1) then union EuF of the sets E and F is a k-computation set if and only if the conditions (5) ana (8) are satisfied;
2) a subset G of E is a k-computation set if and only if the conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied in G.
The cardinality of k-computation sets
Only k-machines with total transition functions will be considered here. Some sufficient condition on transition functions of k-machines for their computation sets to be -117 -infinite and the necessary and sufficient conditions fo; k-computation set E £ M* to be infinite will be given Lemma 1. Let A^ = <M, <f> be a deterministic k-machine. CA, S iff the following condition is sa' and a set P£ M (card(P) ^ 1), where the relation R E has been defined previously (Definition 6).
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that E M* is an infinite k-computation set. The assumption implies that there exists an infinite subset F £ E consisting only of finite, acyclic or cyclic sequences. If F consits only of finite sequences, then there are a cyclic sequence TeE, a set P £ M (card(P) > 1) and a number j > max(k, l(Th(T)) + + k)(Th(T)denotes the threshold segment of T) such that E is a k-computation set, it follows that the cyclic sequence U with the cycle is an element of E. The proof of sufficiency is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 and will be omitted here.
Corolla r^y 2. Let E £ M* be a k-computation set. If card(E)<(\ o then E consists of only finite or oyclic sequences.
The inverse statement is not true.
5. The structure of k-computation sets with respect to their cardinality Further properties of k-computation sets with respect to their cardinality will be given.
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-120 -where E is the set of all finite constant sequences of M* and n = card(M). Proof. Let us recall that M* consists of all sequences over M of the length greater than one (finite and infinite).
To prove (11) we shall prove at the beginning that
Every sequence T e M* -E of the length less or equal to n (if n>2) is an (n-1) -computation. On the other hand, every sequence U €. M* -E . of the length greater than n is an n-computation (this follows from the assumption that card(M) = n). Now we shall prove that n (13)
Let us observe that every constant sequence is m-computation for all m > 1. The other sequences acyclic and finite) are m-computations for m 4 n. (12) and (13) imply that the condition (11) holds. Corollary 3. For every k > 1, M* k-computation set.
6. Pinal remarks 1. It is possible to modify the notion of nondeterministic k-machine. Namely, every sequence T e M^" such that T tDy, would be defined to be a computation of a k-machine A^ = = < M t <p> . Under this definition the formulation of Theorem 6 would be simpler. But then all the previous theorems should be revised.
2. This paper is only an introductory study of nondeterministic k-machines and many problems are still open. There is need for the study of complexity and eqivalence problems. not an (cyclic, Hence is not a -121 -3. The following is a suggestion for further study: to discuss the relation between the class of nondeterministic k-machines and the class of finite automata.
